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§ 1. Introductory remarks on the connections with Computer Science 
Let J_cu Algj denote the category of co-continuous T-algebras with bottom and 
bottom-preserving co-continuous homomorphisms between them in the sense e.g. 
of p. 132 of [13]. The structures SleOb j_co Algj; are simply algebraic systems in the 
sense of [6] and the morphisms h: 21—© of _Lco Alg r are homomorphisms in the 
sense of [6]. What is special about _|_co Alg2 is that these algebraic systems and ho-
momorphisms have to satisfy certain conditions. The present paper investigates 
_Lco Algj and certain strongly related categories. 
Nowadays a very large part of Theoretical Computer Science (TCS) is based on 
_Lco Alg r see e.g. [13] or [4] or [8]. We do not give here more references but it is 
very easy to_find them in any recent publication on "Algebraic Semantics of Pro-
gramming" or in the recent volumes of MFCS or FCT. Just for referential purposes 
we note that the French school of TCS uses the word "complete magma" for an 
algebraic system 5leOb (_Lco Alg^). The importance of _L<o Alg2- for computer 
science was perhaps first discovered by Dana Scott and his co-workers during their 
pioneering work a long time ago but of course at that time the tool they found did 
not have its present polished form. Among others, the fixed point semantics of 
programming is based mostly on Leo Alg£ (though this may not be explicit in some 
of the papers on the subject). 
In computer science one has to deal with recursion (or iteration). In _Lco Algj 
recursion is treated as the supremum of an co-chain where the members of that co-
chain are the finite approximations of the recursion in question. 
Since _Lco Algx is the foundation for a large part of TCS, we think it is impor-
tant for TCS — and what is more, it is indispensable for TCS — to investigate the 
basic properties of ±co Alg r . Such basic questions are to characterize the epimor-
phisms of _l_co Alg r and to know e.g. whether or not it is co-well-powered. The 
present paper investigates these questions. We note that these questions are indeed 
basic, e.g. in algebraic logic the epimorphism problem is equivalent to the problem 
of the connections between explicit definitions and implicit definitions in the logic 
under (algebraic) investigation. 
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§2. Introduction 
In [12], when characterizing the epis of POS (Z) — the category of Z-complete 
posets with bottom and Z-continuous bottom-preserving maps — I just solved the 
first problem which arised on the way of characterizing the epis in J_Algx (Z) — 
the category of Z-continuous I-algebras with bottom and of Z-continuous, bottom-
preserving homomorphisms. The present paper solves some other problems which 
seem to play an important role in solving the main problem. 
Instead of going on in an abstract manner, I will give first the basic definitions. 
A subset system is a map Z which assigns to each poset A a collection Z(A) of its 
subsets such that for each monotonic map / : A-+B, if XeZ(A), then f(X):= 
A poset A is Z-complete if every element of Z(A) has a l.u.b. (or sup) in A. 
A 
A map f: A—B is Z-continuous if it is monotonic and whenever XeZ(A) and 
sup X exists, then sup f ( X ) also exists and equals / ( sup X). 
Let I be a similarity type or signature, i.e. a set of function symbols. For any a i l , 
r(a) denotes the arity of a, which is an arbitrary ordinal number. 
A partial I-algebra 21 consists of a set A and of a family (oA\ dom <7A—A)aiX 
of partial operations on A, i.e. for each oil, dom oAQAr{"\ Given two partial 
I-algebras 9Í and 23, a homomorphism / : 9Í—93 is a map / : A-»B with the 
property that for any oil, whenever a€dom aA, / o a e d o m oB and f(aA(a))= 
= a B ( /oa ) . 
A partial I-algebra 91 is total, if for any oil, dom aA = Ar("\ 
For more about subset systems Z see [1], [9], [7]. For more about the the-
ory of partial I-algebras see [2], [11], [10], [3]. 
The frame category of the present paper will be ±ZP AIg r defined as follows. 
9l€Ob JLZP Alg j iff 21 is a partial I-algebra, A is partially ordered by with least 
element and all the operations of 91 are monotonic. / : 91— 93eMorj_Z.P Algz 
iff / is a Z-continuous bottom-preserving homomorphism. 
The present paper gives a characterization of the epis in J . Z P Alg r , for any Z 
and for any I . 
Actually, we are more interested in some full subcategories of ±ZP A l g l , 
which we define below. 
jLZAlgj; denotes the full subcategory of x Z P A l g j defined as O b ± Z A l g x = 
= {2IeOb_L ZP Alg2 : 91 is total}. 
± P A l g x ( Z ) denotes the full subcategory of ±ZP Algx with objects 91 which are 
Z-complete and in which the operations are Z-continuous, i.e. for any o i l , if 
XiZ(dom<TA) and if sup Xedom oA, then sup { ^ ( x ) : xiX} = oA( sup X). 
The objects of A_P Alg^ (Z) are called Z-continuous partial I-algebras. 
XAlgj (Z) is the full subcategory of ±P A l g l (Z) with objects in which all opera-
tions are total. 
±P Alg I Z is the full subcategory of J_P Alg r (Z) in which the objects are such that 
the domains of the operations are Z-complete. 
In §3 we define the closure operator CLX (see Definition 6) and, in Theorem 1, 
we prove that a morphism / : 91—93€Mor_|_ZP Algx is an epi iff CLl(f{A))=B. 
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This is a characterization of epis in \_ZP Alg r . In Theorem 2 we extend this charac-
terization to many other categories. At the end of §3 we show the connection of 
C L j with CL of [12]. 
In §4 we use the above characterization of epis to show co-well-poweredness, 
assuming that the subset system Z is bounded. This assumption cannot be omitted. 
Acknowledgement. This paper came into being due to Hajnal Andréka, István 
Németi, and Ildikó Sain, who pushed and helped me with many exciting discussions 
to write down these results. 
§ 3. Characterization of epis 
Throughout the paper, let a signature I and a subset system Z be fixed. 
Throughout this section, let 5ieObj_Z.P Alg^, XQA and a, b, c, deA. 
Definition 0. cl (X) is the least subset Y of A such that XQYand whenever 
F€Z(Y), then sup F. 
A 
Definition 1. We define a to be X-greater or equal than b iff there is an 
ordinal a such that a is a, X-greater than b (a b) and the latter is defined as fol-
lows: a-^—b iff b^.x^.a for some xeX. Let a > 0 . Then a-^-^b iff there is 
a term-function symbol t of type I such that b Z4'(b) and aA^tm(a) for some 
b, aedom t% and for any /< r ( i ) , b(i')ecl (F1) for some Y'^A and for each yeY' 
there is an ordinal a v < a with a(i) 
Fig. 1 
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Remark 2. Comparing this definition with Definition 1 of [12], notice that 
a\"'x b implies (just take for t the identity). If the operations of 91 have all 
empty domains, then a - ^ - 6 iff (a I * b for some ordinal a). 
Lemma 3. Suppose and let / , g: 2 1 — S e M o r j . Z / ' Alg f . Then 
f\X=g\X implies f(a) ¡^g(b). 
Proof, a^—b means a x»b for some ordinal a. 
If a = 0 then there is an xiX with b^Ax^A a. Hence by the monotonity o f / 
and g we have g(b)^Bg(x)=f(x)sB f(a). 
Suppose CL>0. Then b =A t(b) and i^(a) ~A a. for some termfunction t of 
type I and some b, aedomi 8 1 , and for any *<r( / ) , b(/)6cl (Y') for some Y'QA 
and for each y€Y' there is an ordinal ay~^a with a(/) *y'X >y. By the induction 
hypothesis, for any / < r ( / ) and for any yZY' we have g(>) ^B/(a(i')). But, 
since by the Z-continuity of g we have g(b(/'))ecl (g(F')) , also g (b (z ' ) )^B / (a(z)) 
must hold for any ¡<r ( / ) . By the monotonity of the operations we get then 
g(b) s B g( i a (b ) )= i®(gob) =ß t®(foa) = / 2 1 (a)) f(a). • 
Corollary 4. a—<-b implies aAsb. 
Corollary 5. Let f g: 2 l - 3 3 € M o r j _ Z P Alg r with f'\X=g\X. Then 
a^—a implies f(a)—g(a). 
Definition 6. CLI(X):={a^A: a^a). 
Corollary 7. If for an / : 9 1 - S e M o r j . Z / ' A l g j we have C L s ( f ( A ) ) = B , 
then / is an epi! 
Now we are going to prove the converse of Corollary 7. 
Lemma 8. a A^b > c imply a X» d. 
Proof. Immediate by Definition 1. • 
CL (X) X 
Lemma 9. a—-—-b implies a—•b. 
Proof. Suppose a*,CLz(x). \ y e prove by transfinit induction on a ,that a^b. 
First let a = 0 . Then there is an x e C L ^ X ) such tha t b ~ s A x ^ A a . But since 
X X x—»X, it follows from Lemma 8 that a—•b. 
Now suppose a > 0 . Then b^Atn(b), tm(a)^Aa for some termfunction t of 
type I and for some b, a € d o m ( / a ) and for each i<r(t), b(z')gcl (Y') for some 
Y'QA and for any _y€ Y' there is an ordinal a y < a with a(i) ' > ' C L ' : m . j , and hence 
by the induction hypothesis there is another ordinal ßy with a(;) y'X> y. Applying 
Definition 1 we get then a-^-b for e.g. ß=I{(ßy+1): yiY', / < r ( r ) } (see Fig. 
2). • 
Corollary 10. The operator CL^: 3?(A)^0>(A) which assigns CLr(A0 to 
each XQA is a closure operator. 
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Proof. 1) It follows immediately from Definition 1 that for some a, biA 
and XQYQA imply a-^b. Hence X^YQA implies C L ^ A O i C L ^ r ) . 
2) X^CLj- (X) follows from Definition 1. 
3) CLS ( C L z i X ^ Q C L z i X ) follows from Lemma 9. • 
Remark 11. Note that, by Lemma 9, if we suppose that either a or b is in CLS (X), 
then a—>-b iff a A^b. 
Lemma 12. The operations of 91 are monotonic w.r.t. the relation "^-greater 
than or equal to" —• . 
Proof. Let oil be arbitrary and suppose that for any i<r(o), at bt. 
Then by Definition 1, / < r ( < r ) ) - ^ i ^ r ( o ) ) , where e.g. 
a:=I {(a f+l) : i<r(o)} (just let t=o and Y'={bi}). • 
Corollary 13. CLr (X) is closed w.r.t. all operations of 91. 
Lemma 14. Let YQA. If a-^—y for every ye Y then a-^-b for every 
¿>ecl(F). 
a X 
Proof. Let 6eel(Y). For every yiY let ay be such that a >y. Let 
a :=X{(a„+l) : .yeF}. Then by Definition 1 (just take for t the identity 
x 
termfunction), i.e. a—-b. • 
Corollary 15. cl (CLj (A0)=CL^ {X). 
Remark 16. In general, CLj(.J0 is greater than the least subset YQA such 
8* 
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that X^Y and Y is closed under the operations and cl ( 7 ) = Y. This follows from 
the fact that c M C L in POS which is proved in LEHMANN—PASZTOR [5]. 
Having arrived at this point we formulate the main result of the present paper. 
THEOREM 1. If / : 9 1 — S g M o r j . Z P Algj is an epi then CLI(f(A))=B. 
Proof. Denote C L r (/(-4)) by B0 and suppose that B—B^ 0. We will con-
struct <p, SB— G e M o r i Z f Alg r with f-(p=f-<p but q>^\ji, which contradicts 
the epiness of / . 
Let Q: B—B0-*B1 be a set isomorphism, where B1 is disjoint f rom B. Let 
C:=B{jB1 (the second copower of B with amalgam B0), q>:= idB and ip:=idBoUe 
(the injections), where idB and idflo denote the identity maps on B and B0 respectively. 
Let 5 :=<pUe _ 1 . Then 5: C ^ B . 
Definition 17. We define on C the relation as follows. For any a,bdC 
\5{a)^Bd(b) if a, b£B or a,b£B1 
a = c iff j ^ ) otherwise. 
ASSERTION 1. IS A partial order on C. 
Proof 1) ^ c is reflexive since is reflexive. 
2) Suppose a ^ c b ^ c c - Assume a, ceB or a, ceBl. Then 8(a)^B8(b)^B8(c) 
by Definition 17 and Corollary 4, hence 8(a)^BS(c) by transitivity of = B , i.e. 
a^cc by Definition 17. Assume that one of a and c is in B and the other one is in Bx. 
Then either <5 ( a ) ( 6 ) or d(b)*^-5(c)t by Definition 17. Then 8(a) ^-8(c) 
by Lemma 8 and Corollary 4, i.e. a s c c by Definition 17. 
3) Let a^cb and b^ca for some a,beC. If a,beB or a,beBx then a=b by 
antisymmetry of and since 5 is one to one on Bx. Suppose one of a, b is in B and 
the other one is in Bx. Then 5(a)—?2-5(b)~-^- d(a) by Definition 17 and hence 
d(a)=d(b)eB0 by Corollary 4 and Lemma 8. Then a=5(a)=8(b)=b (contradicting 
our hypothesis). • 
ASSERTION 2. 5: C-*B is monotonic and (p • d = \j/ • <5=idB. 
Proof. Immediate by Corollary 4 and by the definitions. • 
ASSERTION 3. cp,il'/: B-*C are Z-continuous. 
Proof. 1) Clearly (p is monotonic. Let a,beB be such that a^Bb. If a€B0 
or beB0 then a^-a-b by Remark 11 and hence >p(a) ^c\p(b). If a, biB- B0 then 
11*(a)Sc^(b) by i/f-<5=idB and Definition 17. Thus is monotonic. 
2) Let YeZ(B) and assume that 6 := sup Y exists. By Definition 17, y^cb 
SB 
fo r any ye Y, i.e. b=(p{b) is an upper bound of Y=cp(Y) in C. Now let ceC be 
another upper bound of Y. If ceB then bscc by Definition 17 and since 6 = s u p Y. 
B 
Suppose ceBx. Then 5(c)-2—8(y)=y for every yeY, by Definition 17. Thus 
<5(c)-̂ 2— b by Lemma 14, i.e. b^c. Thus ¿ = s u p Y. 
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Since ip is monotonic, ip(b) is an upper bound of i p ( Y ) . Let ceC be another 
upper bound of \p(Y). Suppose ciB0{JBL=tp(B). Then ¿(c) is an upper bound of 
Y in B since d is monotonic and \p • <5 = id f i, therefore b^B5(c) by 6 = sup Y. 
B ~B 
Then ip(b)^c\pdc=c by monotonity of \p. Suppose czB—B0. Then c—^y for 
every yeY by Definition 17 and Remark 11, therefore c—+b by Lemma 14, i.e. 
c = d(c)^s-^5ipb, hence \p(b)c by Definition 17. Thus ip(b)=sup \p(Y). 
Now we take on C the structure inherited from ©, i.e. for any a i Z , 
ac:=aBUrpoaB. Since by Corollary 13 B0 is closed under the operations of 93, 
a c is a partial operation on C. 
Remarks 18. 1) If 23 is a total I-algebra and if I contains at most unary opera-
tion symbols, then £ : = ( C , is also a total Z-algebra. 
2) (£ is the second copower of © with amalgam B0 in the category of all partial 
Z-algebras. 
3) d:(i—23 is a homomorphism. • 
By its definition and by Lemma 12, oc is monotonic. Let (£:=(C, oc)aiI with 
partial order Then (£{Ob±ZP Algx. Clearly, <p, ip: 93—(T are homomor-
phisms, therefore q>, \pzMor±ZP Algj , by Assertion 3. By B—B0^0 we have 
(p^ip and by f(B)*^B0 we have f-(p=f-ip. T h u s / i s not an epi. • 
To prove Theorem 2, we shall need Lemma 19. 
Lemma 19. Let P be any poset. Then conditions (i) and (ii) below are equivalent. 
(i) P is directed. 
(ii) For any XQP either X is cofinal in P or P—X is cofinal in P. 
Proof. Suppose that XQP is such that neither X nor P—X is cofinal in P. 
Then there are x,pZP such that x s a implies aiX and p=a implies a$X. 
Then {x, p) cannot have an upper bound. 
Suppose that {x, p) does not have an upper bound. Then neither {aiP: a^x} 
nor {ai.P: a^x) is cofinal in P. • 
NOTATION. Z^A denotes the fact that X is directed for any poset P and 
XiZ(P). 
THEOREM 2. 1) For any Z and for any type I we have / : 91—23eMor_LZP Alg^ 
is an epi iff C L j (f(A))-B. 
2) Suppose that Z Q A . Then a)—c) below hold. 
a) For any type I , 
f : 2 i - S € M o r ± P A l g r ( Z ) is an epi iff CLI(f(A))=B. 
b) For any type I , 
f : 91—93€Mor_L.P Alg I Z is an epi iff C L ¡ ; ( f ( A ) ) = B . 
c) If the type I contains only 0- or 1-ary operation symbols then 
/ : 91—23gMorj_Alg I(Z) is an epi iff CLz(f{,A))=B. 
Proof. A) By Corollary 7, if for / : 91-93 € M o r ± Z P Alg r we have 
CL r (f(A))=B t h e n / i s an epi. Further on, for any category t? and any subcategory 
& of  c6, if / e M o r is an epi in c6, then it is an epi also in 
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В) Now 1) follows from Theorem 1. Suppose that ZQA. To prove 2) we shall 
use the construction in Theorem 1, i.e. we shall use cp, ф, SB, and G. 
ASSERTION 4. If SB is Z-complete then so is G. 
Proof. Let XeZ(C). Then S(X)£Z(B) since <5 is monotonic, hence 
¿ ^ s u p i i A ' ) exists. Then <p(6)=sup <pSX and ф(Ь)=sup фдХ by Assertion 3. Sup-
— в —с —с 
pose that ВПХ is cofinal in X. Then <р8(ВПХ)=ВГ\Х is cofinal in <p5X, hence 
<p(6)=sup (5DA r )=sup X. If BOX is not cofinal in X then B^X is cofinal in X 
-c 
by ZQA and Lemma 19. Then, similarly as before, sup Х=ф(Ь). • 
~ с 
ASSERTION 5. If SB is Z-continuous then so is G and if SB€Obj_P A l g I Z 
then G e O b x P Algx , z . 
Proof. G is Z-complete by Assertion 4. Let and X£Z(dom oc). Let us 
denote Cr(ff), (pr(a\ фт(^ and by В, С, <p, $ and S respectively. By the 
definition of G we have dom етс^ф(В)и^(В). Therefore either Х<р:=ХПф(В) 
or Хф:=ХПф(В) is cofinal in X, by Lemma 19. 
Suppose Xv is cofinal in X. Then oc(Xrp) is cofinal in oc(X) by monotonity of 
oc, hence sup X = s u p Xv and sup a c (A ' )=sup oc{X<f). By Х<р^ф(В) and tp • 5 — 
sc -с -с «с 
= idB we have Xq>=<p$Xq>. Since <5: G—SB is a monotonic homomorphism, we 
have 5 ( ^ ) e Z ( d o m o ) and thus oB(5X<p)iZ(B). Now, since cp is a homomorphism, 
we have ос(фЬХЛ = (ров{дХ^), and then sup (paB(BX<p) = q> sup oB(8X9) by Z-con-
tinuity of cp. By Z-completeness of SB and G and by Z-continuity of <p we have that 
ф (sup 7 ) = s u p <p(Y) for any Ye Z(B) (because <p[(sup У)(/)] = (? sup {y(/): yg Y} = 
—В ~C _ ~B JB 
=sup {(py(i): y£Y}=(sup cpY)(i) for any i<r(a)). Thus <p sup SX^, = s u p Xv 
and sup S(X</>)=5 (sup Xy) by <p • <5=idfl, therefore sup A^edom ac iff supb(X^)€ 
-в -с -с ~B 
gdomcr® since <p and 5 are homomorphisms. Suppose sup edom aB. Then 
sup oB(iXrp)=<jB(sup SXp) by Z-continuity of SB and (¡¡><jB(sup SX<p)=oc((p sup SXV) s b mB s B 
since q> is a homomorphism. 
Summing up: 
sup oc(X) =• sup ac{Xv) = sup ас(ф5Х1р) = sup <рав(ЕХ9) = q> sup < jb(5X9) = 
-C SC S g 
= (pirB(sup SX^ = oc((p sup ЗА') = oc (sup фЗХр) = ac (sup ХЛ = oc (sup X). 
S B - C - C 3 C 
If Хф is cofinal in X then the proof is the same as above, only q> has to be replaced 
by ф everywhere. • 
Now 2) follows from Assertion 5, Remarks 18 and from the proof of Theorem 
1. П 
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In part 2 of [12] we defined the closure operator CL on posets. Now we are going 
to prove that in some cases CLX on Z-continuous X-algebras equals CL. 
Lemma 20. Let ZQA and let I be finitary. Then for any 2leOb_LAlgI (Z), 
if XQA is a subalgebra of 91, then for any oeZ a f H - — b h i<r(o) implies 
a:=oA(ai: i<r(pj)\^-aA(bi\ i<r(p))=:b for a : = sup a,-. i^r(tr) 
Proof. If a = 0 then for each i<r(o), btec\ (7 ' ) for some Y'QA and for 
each yeY' there is an xyeX such that y^x^a^ Let Y:={aA(y): ye X Yi}-i<=r(<T) 
B y NELSON [9], f o r Z g - D a n d finitary I , oA(c\ (YX), . . . , c] (7„) ) = 
= cl (aA(Y1, ..., 7„)), hence bed ( 7 ) and by the monotonity of a for any yeY, 
since y—aA(y) for some ye X there is an xy:=c7A(xy(i): i<r(a))eX (X is 
0 X closed w.r.t. u), such that ysAxy^Aa. Hence a\ b. 
Let a=>0 and suppose that whenever sup <X;<a the statement holds. Then 
¡C|-(<X) 
for any /<r(ff ) ¿»¡eel (y,) for some YtQA and for any yleYt there is a byiA^yl 
and an ordinal fSyi«xt such that a^——byi. Let 7 : = {aA(y): ye X Then i-sr(<r) 
for any ye Y, y=oA(y) for some ye X ^ by the monotonity of a 
i-zr(ir) 
y^AaA(by(i): i^r(cr))—:by. By the induction hypothesis, ah -^—b y , where 
¡}y:= sup [iy(i). Since by the assumption ¿ e e l ( 7 ) and since for any yeY, /?>,<« 
•-ft") 
(because r(o)eco), ah2—b. • 
Corollary 21. If Z ^ A and I is finitary, then for any / : 9I-93eMorj_Alg I (Z) , 
CL (f(A)) is a subalgebra of 
Lemma 22. Let ZQA and let I be finitary. Then for any 2 leOb±Alg r (Z), 
for any a, be A and for any subalgebra X of 21, a-^—b implies ay^—b for some 
ordinal a. 
o x • Proof. Suppose a——*b. Then bsAx^Aa for some xeX, which implies 
ah-—b. 
Let a x"x» b and suppose that for any /J<a, a-^--b already implies a\ y'x b 
for some ordinal y. Then a "'x» b means b tn(b) and (a) a for some term-
function symbol t and some a, beAr>,) and for any j< r ( f ) , b(/)ecl (7 ' ) for some 
Y'QA and for each yeY' there is an ordinal a y < a with a(») >y. By the in-
duction hypothesis for each /</•(/) and for each ye Yl, a(/)l Py,X y, for some ordi-
nal fiy. 
Let Y:={t*(y): ye X Y'}- T h e n ¿'"(b)eel (7) , since by NELSON [9] for 
finitary I and for ZQA, t* (cl (y°), ..., cl ( 7 r « - 1 ) ) = c l ( ^ ( 7 ° , ..., f ' "»- 1 ) ) . 
For any yeY, y—t^iy) for some ye X f'> hence by Lemma 20, <a(a)| y, ¡c'd) 
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where Py= sup /L ( 0 . Then / a ( a ) b ^ ^ / a ( b ) for some p greater than each /?_, 
i < « ) 
yeY. By Lemmas 3 and 4 in part 2 of [12], a \ b . • 
Corollary 23. If ZQA and I is finitary, then for a n y / : S l - S e M o r X A l g ^ Z ) 
we have CL, (f(A))QCL(f(A)). 
Corollary 24. If ZQ A and I contains at most unary operations, then 1) and 2) 
below hold. 
1 ) / : 9 i -93eMor j_Alg r (Z) is an epi iff CL(f(A))=B. 
2) . l A l g ^ Z ) is co-well-powered. 
Proof. 1) By Corollary 23 and Corollary 21, CLz(f(A))=CL(f(A)). By 
Theorem 2, / : 9 I -S8eMor±Alg x (Z) is an epi iff CL X ( / ( / ! ) )=£. 
2) In Corollary 2 of part 4 in [12] I proved C L ( X ) g {sup S: SQX} for any 
A € POS (Z) (Z arbitrary) and XQA. • 
§ 4. Co-well-poweredness 
Suppose that Z is bounded, i.e. there is a cardinal <5 (Z) such that for any poset A, 
if XeZ(A) then | Z | « 5 ( Z ) . 
In what follows our aim is to prove that for such Z-s those categories for which 
we have proved [ / : 91—© epi <=>- CLI( f(A))=B] (see Theorem 2) are co-well-
powered. 
Let <5 ( I ) denote the ordinal dimension of the type Z, i.e. the least regular ordi-
nal <5 such that |<5|«= |r(<7)| for any 8eZ. 
Denote by S:=S(Z,Z) the least regular ordinal greater than max{<5(Z), 
¿(1)}. 
Notice that for any poset A, if aeA and YQA, then ¿reel (Y) implies that 
there is an Y'Q Y with |Y'|<<5(Z) and aec\(Y'). In the following we will sup-
pose immediately |7|<<5(Z) when writing a eel (Y). 
In the following let 9 I e O b ± Z P A l g r , XQA and a,b,c,d€A. 
Lemma 25. Suppose that Z is bounded by <5 (Z) and let S(Z, Z) be as above. 
Then implies ae'x> b for some /?<<5(I, Z). 
Proof. Let a^—b. Then a x> b for some a. 
If a = 0 then the statement is true by ¿ > 0 . 
Let ooO and suppose that for every /?<a the statement holds, a ",x> b means 
that b ^ t ^ Q o ) , for some termfunction symbol t and some b, aedom til 
and that for any i < r ( 0 , b ( / )€c l (y ' ) for some Y'QA, card ( F ' ) « K Z ) , and for 
any yeY' there is an ordinal ay<u such that a(/) - y. By the induction hy-
pothesis for any i<-r(t) and for any y€ Y' there is an ordinal Py<8(Z,Z) with 
Let _P:=Z{(Py+1): yeY', i<r( i )} . By the definition of 5(Z,Z) we 
have P<5(Z, Z) and by Definition 1, a • b. • 
Definition 26. For every a,beA such that a—*b we define Ra b as follows. 
Let a be the least ordinal for which a - ^ - 6 . 
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If a = 0 then a-^—b means that there is an xeX with b sAx^Aa. Let us 
fix one x i X with this property. Then i?a (,:=({x}, 0). 
If a o O then a-^-*b means that b i41 (b) and t*(a)sa for some term-
function symbol t and some b, a e A r ( t ) and that for each / < r ( / ) , b(/')€cl (y ; ) 
for some Y'QA and for any yeY' there is an ordinal a y < a with a(/) > y. 
Let us fix t, a, b and the y ' - s for any i<r(t). Then 
Lemma 27. If and Rab=Rcd then d^Aa (and bsAc). 
Proof. By transfinit induction on a of Ra,b-
Let Ra ,b=Rc,d=({x}> 0)- Then b ^ A x ^ A a and d ^ A x ^ A c , hence d ^ A x ^ A a , 
i.e. d ^ A a . 
Let Ra.h=Rc.d=<t,({R^0y. yiY>})i<r(t), oc) where <x>0. Then b^At*(b), 
i a ( a ) ^ a , d^ A t m (d) and i a ( c ) ^ c for some a, b, c and d € A r ( , ) and for any 
i<r(t), b ( 0 € c l ( y ' ) and d ( / )ec l (Z ' ) for some Y\Z'QA and for any ytY' 
there is a z e Z ' such that i?a ( i ) : y=Rc i i ) < z (and since Ra,b—Rc,d of course for any 
z€Z ' there is a y^ Y' with Rca^2 = Raa)y). By the induction hypothesis this 
implies zmAa(i) for any z€Z' . Since d(/)€cl (Z'), d(i) a(z). Then by the 
monotonity of t, d^At%(d) t121 ( a ) a , i.e. d^Aa. • 
Let Term (£) denote the class of all termfunction symbols of type I . It is easy 
to show that Term ( I ) is a set. Let y (X, Z) be the least regular ordinal greater 
than (max {|JT|, |Term ( I ) | , <5(1, Z)})s^z\ 
Let H0 be the set of all Ra,b-s of form <{x}, 0). Then \H0\ = \X\<y(X, Z). 
Let 0<a<<5(£ , Z) . Then we define Ha to be the set of all Ra ¡,-s of form 
<U ({Kto.y- yt Y'})i<r(l)> a). Then |Term (Z)| • |(U {Hf /?<«})«(*>• 
^y(X, Z). 
By Lemma 25, if a—•b, then there is an ordinal j3<<5(r, Z ) such that Ra beHp. 
By the definition of y (X, Z) , | U {H„: j?< S (£, Z)} | < y (X, Z) . 
By Lemma 26, we know that for a n y a , beCLx(X), if Ra,a=Rb,b then a=b. 
Hence we can immediately see that we have proved 
Corollary 28. |CLj (X)\^y(X, Z). 
Corollary 29. 1) Let Z be bounded. Then for any similarity type I , ±ZP Alg^ 
is co-well-powered. 
2) Suppose that Z is bounded and Z Q J . Then for any type I , ±PAlgI(Z) 
and also ±P Alg i i Z are co-well-powered. If I contains only 0- or 1-ary operation 
symbols then ± A l g r (Z) is co-well-powered. • 
Next we prove that in Corollary 29 the condition that Z is bounded cannot be 
omitted. 
Proposition 30. Let I be a signature with at least one f £ l such that 
r ( / ) > 0 . Then there is a subset system ZQA such that both ±_ZP Aigj and _l_Z Algx 
are not co-well-powered. 
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Proof. For simplicity we assume X = { f ) with r ( f ) = 1. It is obvious how to 
extend the present proof for the general case (in the formulation of the present 
Proposition). 
We define Z as follows. For every poset (A, ^ A ) let Z((A, ^A)):={Y: YQA 
and (3a€Ord)(a, s A ) . Clearly, Z is a subset system and Z Q A . 
co denotes the set of natural numbers and Id s denotes the identity function on S, 
for any set S. 
Let 21 :=(co, ±A, f A ) such that _L^=0, sA= {OJXwUId,,, and 
fA=Idm. Then 9 l € O d j . Z A l g i . 
Let xeOrd be arbitrary but such that x^co. Let SB (x + 1, _LB, -&B, fB) 
such that _LB=0, s B = € f l ( 5 X 5 ) U I d B and fB=fAU{(a, a + l>: c o ^ a + 1 e^JU 
(J{(x, x)}. E.g. if co+leB then fB(co)=co+l (see Fig. 4). Now 93<EOb_LZ Alg r 
since fB: (B, ^B)—(B, s B ) is an endomorphism that is fB\ B^B is monotonic. 
Let A^Ido, , i.e. h:A—B is the identical embedding of co into x+l. Then 
h: 2X—SB€Mor_|_Z Alg r since h is a bottom-preserving homomorphism and h 
is Z-continuous. Since JLZ A l g j g ±_ZP Algj we have that 6:2l—93€Mor \_ZP Alg2, 
too. 
ASSERTION 6. h: 21—SB is an epi in ±_ZP A l g l as well as in ± Z A l g i . 
Proof. Let X=h(A). Then X=coQB. Let yeB. Assume y e C l j ( Z ) . If 
y£X then y + 1 g A ^ C L j (X) obviously. Assume yfyX. Then ySco, and fB(y) = 
= y + l . Hence y + 1 g C L j ( X ) by Corollary 13. Let a£B be a limit ordinal and 
assume a ^ C L r ( Z ) . Then by a = s u p a and a € Z ( 5 ) we conclude agcl (CLZ ( X ) ) g 
i C L I ( Z ) by Corollary 15. Thus by induction we proved B=x+l=CLI(X). 
Hence by Lemma 7 we have checked that h is an epi both in ±ZP Alg r and in 
±Z Alfa. • 
By Assertion 6 and the definition of SB we proved that 91 is such that (VxeOrd) • 
• ( 3 SB) (3 91 — SB) \B | S \x |, which means that the epimorphic images of 21 are not iso-
morphic to any subje/ of Ob±_ZP Alg r . Thus ±ZP Algx is not co-well-powered. 
Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
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Since h is an epi in ± Z Algj as well, we have that J_Z Alg£ is not co-well-powered 
either. • 
Problem 31. Is j . Z P A l g j co-well-powered for some ««bounded Z? More 
precisely, is it true that for all I there is some unbounded Z such that J_ZP Algj 
is co-well-powered? 
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